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four (111) directions. Pairs of solute atoms
lying along these four directions will be affected
equally by a shear stress o, —p» across the (110)
planes, but unequally by a shear stress o.,„across
a (001) plane. The first type of shear stress will
therefore not cause a preferred orientation of
pair axes, i.e., 5' is identically zero, and therefore
the h~ due to interaction of nearest neighbors is
zero when a tensile stress is applied along one of
the principal axes. On the other hand, the shear
stress o,„will tend to cause a preferred orien-
tation, and hence 8 is not zero. These conclusions
may be arrived at in a more elegant manner.
Let n111, n111 ~ ~ be the number of pairs of solute
atoms with axes lying along the directions { 111),
L111], The potential energy of the lattice
can then contain three interaction terms which
are linear in the e's and in the strains. One inter-
action term will contain the product of the sum
of the n's and of the sum e, +~»+e„.This term
will cause no relaxation, and hence will not be
further considered. The remaining two terms
represent interaction of the orientation variables

with shear strains, These terms must have the
same symmetry as the lattice. One term is

cc {nlll(epz+ ele+e e) +n ill(eel e~e e»)
+nlll( eez+ ezra ezy) +niii( eez ezx+e») }~

No interaction term can be formed of the ~

e», e„strains, other than that representing a
uniform dilation, which has the cubic symmetry
of a cubic lattice.

In f.c.c. lattices the axes passing through
nearest neighbors lie along one of the six (110)
directions. These pairs are affected unequally by
both types of shearing stress, and hence both 8

and 5' are different from zero. This conclusion
is vindicated by the existence of two shear
interaction terms which satisfy the symmetry
relations. These are

P {(noii+noii) (2e..—e„„e„)—
+ (nioi+nioi) (2ep els —ee )

+ (niM+niio) (2e» e» e—») }-
alld

p{(np]i np]])cog+(n101 nloi)egg+(niip nile)e p} ~
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It is usually assumed that space-time is a continuum. This assumption is not required by
Lorentz invariance. In this paper we give an example of a Lorentz invariant discrete space-time.

! 'HE problem of the interaction of matter
and fields has not been sa,tisfactorily solved

to this date. The root of the trouble in present
field theories seems to lie in the assumption of
point interactions between matter and 6elds.
On the other hand, no relativistically invariant
Hamiltonian theory, is known for any form of
interaction other than point interactions.

Even for the case of point interactions the
relativistic iiivariance is of a formal nature only,
as the equations for quantized interacting fields

have no solutions. The uses of source functions,
or of a cut-off in momentum space to replace
infinity by a finite number are distasteful arbi-

trary procedures, and neither process has yet
been formulated in a relativistically invariant
manner. It may not be possible to do this.

It is possible that the usual four-dimensional
continuous space-time does not provide a suitable
framework within which interacting matter and
fields can be described. I have chosen the idea
that a modification of the ordinary concept of
space-time may be necessary because the "ele-
mentary" particles have fixed masses and
associated Compton wave-lengths.

The special theory of relativity may be based
on the invariance of the indefinite quadratic form

P =c't' —x' —y' —s' (1)
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Qp 'gg 'Q2 g3 g4 ) (2)

in which the q's are. assumed to be real variables.
The variables qp to g4 may be regarded as the
homogeneous (projective) coordinates of a real
four-dimensional space of constant curvature'
(a De Sitter space). We now de6ne x, y, s, and t

by means of the infinitesimal elements of the
group under which quadratic form (2) is in-

~ We could also have taken the quadratic form
'g —$0 QP $2 $3 +$4 )

This leads to another Lorentz invariant discrete space-time.' I am indebted to W. Pauli in a private communication
for this interpretation of the variables go, ql

for transformations from one inertial frame to
another. It is usually assumed that the variables
x, y, z, and t take on a continuum of values and
that they may take on these values simul-
taneously. This last assumption we change to the
following:

x, y, s, and t are Hermitian operators for the space-time
coordinates of a particular Lorentz frame; the spectrum
of each of the operator's x, y, s, and t is composed of the
possible results of a measurement of the corresponding
quantity; the operators x, y, s, and t shall be such that the
spectra of the operators x', y', s', t' formed by taking hnear
combinations of x, y, s, and t, which leave the quadratic
form (1) invariant, shall be the same as the spectra of
x, y, s, andt.

In other words, we assume that the spectra of
the space-time coordinate operators are in-
variant under Lorentz transfornM. tions. It is
evident that the usual space-time continuum
satisfies the above definition; it is, however, not

- the only solution. The principal result in this
paper is that there exists a Lorentz invariant
space-time in which there is a natural unit of
length. We hope that the introduction of such a
unit of length will remove many of the divergence
troubles of present field theory.

It can be shown easily that the introduction
of a smallest unit of length in space-time will
force one to drop the usual assumptions of com-
mutativity of x, y, z, and t, otherwise the assump-
tion of Lorentz invariance of the spectra of the
operators x, y, z, and t, if they commute, implies
continuous spectra.

To find operators x, y, z, and t possessing
Lorentz invariant spectra, we consider the
homogeneous quadratic form'

variant. We take

x =za(&4a/a&g $/8/Bg4),

y = za(q48/Bgo z)—oB/Bg4),

z =ia(S48/Bo)o z)o—B/Bz)4),

t = (za/c) (q 8/Bz)o+go8/Bg ),

(3)

L,= z7'z(goB/Bz) p z)p8/Bgo), —

L„=iI'z(g j8/Bqo z)oB/Bz),), —

L,= zI'z(z) p8/Bqg o)zB/Bo) p),—

3f.= zvz(z) pB/Oz) i+o)z8/Bg p),

3f„=i'(z) p8/Bz) p+ z)o8/Bz) p),

~.=zvz(go&/&go+go&/&go),

(4)

in which a is the natural unit of length, c is the
velocity of light. The operators x, y, z, and t
are assumed to be Hermitian and may be re-
garded as operating on single valued functions
of gp, gy' ' '. From the assumption that x, y, and
s are Hermitian operators of the form (3), one
can show that each of them has a spectrum con-
sisting of the characteristic values, ma where m
is an integer, positive, negative, or zero. The
operator, t, has a continuous spectrum extending
from minus infinity to plus infinity. The spec-
trum of each of the operators x, y, z, and t is
infinitely degenerate.

Transformations which leave quadratic form
(2) and g4 invariant are covariant Lorentz trans-
formations on, the variables g~, g2, g3, and gp.

When the transformed variables qp', gi', g2', g3',

o)4 are substituted into Eqs. (3),
' it is found that

x, y, z, and t undergo contravariant Lorentz
transformation. It is evident that the new
operators x', y', z', and t' which are formed by
replacing o)o, z)z, qp, go, go in Eqs. (3) by sp', o)z',

'

g2', q3', q4 are linear expressions with real con-
stant coefficients in x, y, z, and t, and are con-
sequently Hermitian operators if x, y, z, and t
are Hermitian. The functions on which these
operators operate are left invariant except for
change in argument. Thus, we see that x', y',
z', and t' which are Hermitian operators of the
same form in the variables gp, gi', $2', $3') g4 as
x, y, z, aad t were in the variables qp, g~, g2, g3, g4

have the same spectra as do x, y, z, t.
We define six additional operators by the

equations
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in which A is Plank's constant divided by 2x.
Now, I„I„,1„3f„3f„,M, are, with the ex-
ception of the factor i', the in6nitesimal elements
of the four-dimensional Lorentz group. It may
be shown that each of the above operators
commutes with quadratic form (1) when the
values of x, y, s, t given by (3) are used. This is
another way of stating the Lorentz invariance of
quadratic form (1). It will be observed that I„
L~, L„3I„3II„,3E, do not involve g4, and that
as a consequence the Lorentz transformation
which leaves form (2) and g4 invariant leaves
quadratic form (1) invariant, and as has already
been shown, leaves the spectra of the operators
x, y, s, and t invariant. We see from these facts
that the usual assumptions concerning the con-
tinuous nature of space-time are not necessary
for Lorentr invariance. This result is the mini-

mum objective of this work.
The ten operators defined in (3) and (4) have

a total-of forty-6ve commutators. Only six of
these commutators diRer from the ordinary ones
and these six are

[x, y$ = (ia'/h)I. „[t,xi = (za'/kc) M. ,

[y, s) = (ia'/5)L. , [t, yj= (ia'/kc) M„, (5)

[s, x] =' (ia'/k) I.„, [t, sj= (ia'/hc) M..

We see from these commutators that if we take
the limit a—+0 keeping A and c 6xed, our quan-
tized space-time changes to the ordinary con-
tinuous space-time.

The commutators for the quantities I, I.„,I.„
M, 3f„, 3f, are those of the infinitesimal ele-
ments of the Lorentz group, and for this reason
we introduced the factor of iV) in their definition.
Thus, I. , L,„, I., have the usual properties of
quantum angular momentum, The commutators
which involve one of the operators x, y, s, or I,,
with one of the operators I. , I„,L„, 3f„3f„,3f,
are independent of a, the natural unit of length.
Thus all of the commutators pass in the. limit
a~0 to their usual expressions.

In addition to the ten quantities de6ned in

(3) and (4) we define four additional operators,
having the transformation properties of space
or time displacement operators, or the equiva-

lent, of energy and momentum operators. '

p.= (&/&)(~i/~4) p.= (&/a)(ns/s4),

pw
= (&la)(n2/~4) pi = (&~/a)(no/n4).

By 1Tleans of Rlgebr Rlc manipulations one CRn

show that

I.,=yp, sp„;—M. = xp, +—cd„etc (.7)
C

The angular momenta have their usual ex-
pression in terms of coordinate and momentum.
One must exercise care as to the order in which
the factors in (7) are written since they do not
commute Th. e four quantities p„p„, p„pi
commute with one another, and have the same
commutators with I„I.„,I.„M, 3f„, M, as do
the usual expressions for the space or time dis-
placement operators. In addition, each has a
continuous spectrum running from minus infinity
to plus infinity. Their commutators with the co-
ordinates and time are not the same as usual and
Rre given by

[x, p.'j =il'i[1+ (a/l'i) 'px'$;

[~, p,j=ia[1—(e/ric)'p, 'j
[x p~l=[y p ]=i&(a/I'i)'p. p~'

[x, pg) =c'[p„ f7= jk(a/0)'p. pg, etc.

Here we note that if all the components of the
momentum are small compared to h/a and the
energy is small compared to hc/u then these
commutators approach those which are given in

orinary quantum mechanics. Further, as we take
the limit a—+0 these commutators change to their
standard values.

The fact that these new commutators between
coordinate and momentum diRer from the old
ones appreciably only for large values of the
momentum, and that they difkr by large
amounts when ~p~ &Ii/u implies that a field

theory based on quantized space-time will give
substantially the same results as the usual 6eld

3The most general form for the energy momentum
operators with the correct transformation properties is

in which f(g4/q) is a dimensionless function of its argu-
ment. A choice of f{q4jq) other than the choice which gives
Eqs. (6) may be more useful for physical problems.
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theory for all processes which do not involve
large components of the momenta, but will

produce large CR'ects for processes which do
involve large components of the momenta. We
might expect that the usual atomic and molecular
formulas will suffer no appreciable change, while
expressions for self-energy, polarization of the
vacuum, and possibly nuclear forces will be con-
siderably altered. Alterations in 'the last men-
tioned quantities are certainly necessary.

Ke note here that the commutator relations
(7) have a solution for x, y, s, t.

8 p 8 8
@=i' +(a/5)'p, i p, +p„

8Pz 4 8Pz 8Py

8 8 p+p. +pi
8pz 8p&

(9)
8 ( 8 8

t =~7t —(a/kc)'p,
i p. +p„

-8Pz ( 8Pz 8Pz

8 8 )+p.—+pi
8Pz 8Pz~-

This solution of the commutator relations (8) is
completely analogous to the solution of the con-
vcntlonal coII1IIlutRtoI 1Cia tlons between cool "
dinate and momentum for the coordinates in
terms of derivatives with respect to the mo-
mentum. It would not be surprising to 6nd in
our case that no corresponding solution for the
momenta in terms of derivatives with respect to
the coordinates exists since our coordinates and
time do not have continuous spectra in general
and do not commute.

It is not diEEicult to verify that if the ex-
pressions for x, y, s, and t given by (9) are sub-
stituted in the commutators (5) and the cor-
responding L„J„,L„, 3f„3f„,3II, computed,
then these last mentioned quantities satisfy
their usual commutation relations.

It might appear that g, y, g, and t as given by
Eqs. (9) are not Hermitian operators. It may be
shown, however, that they are Hermitian opera-
tors when the correct volume elements of group
space are used. The group which concerns this is
the transformation group which leaves quadratic
form (2) invariant. An infinitesimal volume
element, dv, 'of group space is given in terms of

p„p„, p, and p, by the formula

"dpziIpzdpz&p z

dr = . (10)
ac(p'+ Pz'+ p, m+ (a/a) ' (Pi/—c)')"'

To this point the invariance properties of
quantized space-time have been considered only
with respect to rotations and Lorentz trans-
formations which leave the origin 6xed. A con-
tinuum of translations is not admissable in this
space, indeed one can prove that if x, y, g, and t
are such that quadratic form (1) is invariant
unde1 in6111tcsimal displacements, the spRce x,
g, 8, RIK1 $ IQust be R corltlnuu1Tl. TIRIlslatlons of
the origin may be introduced as follows. Let

('go 'gi, 'gl, 'gs, 'g4) be an arbitrary unimodular
single-valued homogeneous function of the degree
zero in the variables, qo, gl, g2, q3, q4. Let A be
any one of the operators defined by Eqs. (3),
(4), or (6). Form the new operators A'=8AS in
which 8 means the complex conjugate of S. It
may then be shown that the primed operators
satisfy exactly the same commutation relations
as did the original operators and that they are
Hermitian. The primed operators thus have
exactly the same transformation properties with
respect to Lorentz transformations as did the
original operators. In particular, the displace-
ment operators p„p„,p„p, are not changed by
this process. This 18 R 1csult wl11ch we IIlust
demand for the space and time displacement
operators. Ifwe choose 5=exp/im arctan(rti/it4)],
we 6nd that this results in a translation of @su

in the x direction. It should not be expected, nor
is it possible in this space, to 6nd a function S
which corresponds to sharply' de6ned transla-
tional values of x, y, s, and 5 simultaneously. The
relation between two diR'erent frames of reference
cannot be set up more precisely than the com-
mutation relations between the coordinates
pel mlt.

We will not discuss in any detail in this paper
the hmitations placed upon the simultaneous
measurability of x, y, s, and t due to the non-
commutativity of these quantities. Some pre-
liminary calculations which I have made indicate
that these limitations are not serious enough to
interfere with the ordinary description of atomic
phenomena in terms of a continuous space-time
nor with our usual macroscopic theory.


